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	Linux Ethernet Howto, 9780595154845 (0595154840), Iuniverse Inc, 2000
The Linux Ethernet-HOWTO is a compilation of information about which Ethernet devices can be used for Linux, and how to set them up. This HOWTO is focused on the hardware and low-level driver aspect of the Ethernet cards, and does not cover the software end of things like ifconfig and route (this material is covered in the Network HOWTO). 

Chapters include:
 * Introduction * What card should I buy for Linux? * Frequently Asked Questions * Performance Tips * Vendor/Manufacturer/Model Specific Information * Cables, Coax, Twisted Pair * Software Configuration and Card Diagnostics * Technical Information * Networking with a Laptop/Notebook Computer * Miscellaneous

The Ethernet−Howto covers what cards you should and shouldn't buy; how to set them up, how to run more than one, and other common problems and questions. It contains detailed information on the current level of support for all of the most common ethernet cards available.

It does not cover the software end of things, as that is covered in the NET−3 Howto. Also note that general non−Linux specific questions about Ethernet are not (or at least they should not be) answered here. For those types of questions, see the excellent amount of information in the comp.dcom.lans.ethernet FAQ. You can FTP it from rtfm.mit.edu just like all the other newsgroup FAQs.

As this guide is getting bigger and bigger, you probably don't want to spend the rest of your afternoon reading the whole thing. And the good news is that you don't have to read it all. The HTML and Postscript/dvi versions have a table of contents which will really help you find what you need a lot faster.
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Theory of Quantum Computation, Communication, and Cryptography: 7th Conference, TQC 2012, Tokyo, Japan, May 17-19, 2012, Revised Selected Papers (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	This book constitutes revised selected papers from the 7th Conference on Theory of Quantum Computation, Communication, and Cryptography, TQC 2012, held in Tokyo, Japan, in May 2012. The 12 papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in this book. They contain original research on the rapidly growing, interdisciplinary...


		

Pauline Frommer's Walt Disney World and Orlando (Pauline Frommer Guides)Frommers, 2009

	Even though most American families will make at least one pilgrimage to Orlando, too many of them end up spending far more than they have to for their vacations.  This book initiates you into the world of savvy discount travel shopping, from finding the very lowest airfares to booking theme park tickets through the right sources so you...


		

Wireless and Mobile All-IP NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Here's your all-IP network handbook for 3G and beyond
    Experts forecast a future in which all telephone services will be delivered over the economical, efficient IP network. In this follow-up to Wireless and Mobile Network Architecture, the bestselling guide to wireless network engineering, Yi-Bing Lin and Ai-Chun Pang delve...





	

MySQL Administrator's Guide and Language Reference (2nd Edition)MySQL Press, 2006
Written by the creators of MySQL and edited by one of the most highly respected MySQL authors, the MySQL Administrator's Guide 			and Language Reference is the official guide to installing MySQL, to setting up and administering MySQL databases, and to storing and...


		

Lighting for Digital Video & Television, Second EditionCMP Books, 2004
Digital video students and enthusiasts must learn lighting fundamentals and techniques to enhance the visual quality of their work. Moreover, since lighting specifications for digital video differ significantly from those for analog video or film, professional videographers and cinematographers must learn how to adapt their lighting skills for this...

		

Picturing Machines 1400-1700 (Transformations: Studies in the History of Science and Technology)MIT Press, 2004
Technical drawings by the architects and engineers of the Renaissance made use of a range of new methods of graphic representation. These drawingsÐ²Ð‚”among them Leonardo da Vinci's famous drawings of mechanical devicesÐ²Ð‚”have long been studied for their aesthetic qualities and technological ingenuity, but their significance...
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